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Press release 
 
25 October, 2017 

 
Obligation of Swedbank AB regarding Swedbank Mortgage AB 
  
The Board of Directors of Swedbank AB has decided to cease guaranteeing future debt 

instruments issued by Swedbank Mortgage AB since this is no longer necessary from a 

rating perspective. The decision has no effect on the rating of Swedbank Mortgage (rated 

Aa3/AA-) or its issued debt instruments. 

 

The decision only affects debt instruments issued from 14 days after this press release. 

According to the guarantee conditions, the guarantee will remain in effect with respect to 

already issued debt instruments until they have been repaid.  

 
Swedbank Mortgage is a fully owned subsidiary of Swedbank AB responsible for all of Swedbank’s 

mortgage lending in Sweden. The distribution of the products of the mortgage company is 

conducted through the branch networks of Swedbank AB and the Savings Banks. The mortgage 

company is operationally fully integrated with Swedbank AB, through an agreement among other 

things that gives the mortgage company access to the liquidity it needs to fulfill its payments 

obligations and regulatory liquidity requirements. 

 

In 2009 Swedbank AB issued a guarantee to maintain Moody's rating of the mortgage company, in 

accordance with the methodology then used by Moody’s. For some time Moody’s has been making 

a different assessment, which, given the close integration of the two companies, means the 

guarantee is superfluous to the rating. Therefore, in the future, like other market participants, the 

debt instruments issued by Swedbank Mortgage, will not be guaranteed by the parent company. 

This will affect neither the rating of the mortgage company nor its debt instruments. 

 

Future increases (tap issues) on currently outstanding debt instruments under the SEK unlimited 

domestic mortgage bond programme will continue to be guaranteed (see attachment 1). 

 

A full description of the guarantee is available on www.swedbank.se/mortgage. 

 

For more information, contact: 

Gregori Karamouzis, Head of Investor Relations, Swedbank,  +46 72 740 63 38 

 

 

 
 
 
 

http://hypotek.swedbank.se/mortgage
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Attachment 1 
 
 
 
 
The following ISIN under Swedbank Mortgage SEK unlimited domestic bond programme 
may be increased and thereby covered by the guarantee:  
 

Unlimited domestic 
bond programme 

ISIN Currency Outstanding 
nominal amount, 
million 

186 
 

SE0004270007 SE
KkK

K 

29,621 
187 SE0004270015 SEK 50,200 
187 FRN SE0007045133 SEK 6,820 
188 SE0004270023 SEK 37,300 
180 SE0002576561 SEK 60,548 
180 FRN SE0008186878 SEK 6,461 
189 SE0007525639 SEK 59,200 
190 SE0007525647 SEK 42,600 
190 FRN SE0009580103 SEK 6,055 
191 SE0007525654 SEK 47,150 
192 SE0010133207 SEK 18,602 

    
    
    
    
    
    
    
    
    
    
    
    
    
    

    
    
    
    
    
    
    

    
    
    

 


